1. The Lebesgue convergence criterion reads as follows [5] : The first condition (1) was generalized by many writers. We shall give here another generalization of (1), namely 
Evidently
(1) implies (3). Conditions (2) and (3) are independent of s and then <px(t) may be replaced by f(x+t)+f(x -t). That is, Theorem 2 is a "convergence criterion" but not a "criterion for convergence to s." Of course, Theorem 1 may be written as a criterion of the former type but there are many criteria of the latter type. This means that $(*) is differentiable to zero at / = 0.
Theorem 2 follows from
Theorem 3. If fl,rf>xit)dt = 0, then conditions (2) awd (3) iw^Zy (1).
Therefore Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent, even though (3) (or (4)) is more general than (1) (or (5)).
We shall now prove Theorem 3. Let Ln(t) be an even function with period 2-rr and let Lnil) = l/2ir on (0, 2ir/»), Lnit) = ir/nt2 on (2ir/n, tt) (n > 2).
Then f-rLn(t)dt = l. We set <px(t)=4>(t) and h = ir/n for the sake of simplicity and let t"(0 = I Lniu)<bit + u)du. Let us show that I = oih) and J = oih) as A-»0.
Now we write [October
say, where There is an example2 of a function which satisfies condition (1) but not (2) . Putting<pi(u) =u~1^(u), it is sufficient to find a function 4>i(u) such that (i) ucpi(u) is absolutely continuous,
(ii) <bi(2u) -<j>i(u) ->0 as u-»0, but (iii) <f>i(u) does not converge as u->0.
Let <f>i(u) be a continuous and differentiable function in the interval (7r/2, it) such that the differential coefficient is bounded and 4>i(u) takes values 0 and 1. We put where » = 2ku lies in the interval (x/2, x), and then u<pi (u) is bounded in the interval (0, x) and hence is integrable. Thus condition (i) is satisfied.
Finally we remark that Theorem 3 belongs to the same category as the Hille-Klein theorem
[l] and its proof is similar to theirs (cf. [2] ).
2. M. E. Noble [4] proved the following theorem which contains a well known convergence criterion of Hardy and Littlewood and a lacunary analogue suggested by R. P. Boas. 
